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BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

Investigation on the Commission's ) 
own motion into a) whether the FCC ) 
Part 32, Uniform System of Accounts ) 
for Telephone Companies (USOA) ) 
should be adopted tor telephone ) 
companies subj ect to the ) 
Commissioh's jurisdiction, b) the ) 
effect on intrastate rates if all ) 
or any portion of the O'SOA is ) 

I.8-7-02-02'3 
(Filed February 11, 198-7) 

adopted and c) the ratemaking ) 
treatment ot the implementation ) 
cost associated with the OSOA. ) 

--------------------------------) 
(See Decision 87-12-063. for appearances.) 

Backgrounsi 
By Decision (0 .. ) 8-7-12-063, to- the, extent provided in the' 

order, the Federal Communications Commission (FCCl Part 32, 'O'nifo:rJn" 
System of Accounts for Telephone Companies (O'SOA) 'was adopted f~r 
all telephone utilities under the Commission's jurisdiction. 

Part 32, the first major restructure -of the USOA since 
193.5-, provides the telephone companies-flexibility to provide tor -
changes in the present complex, 'competitive,.technoloqical, and 

economic envirorunent. It is a financial-based accounting sy~tem 
which facilitates the monitoring ot revenues,. expenses~ and 

:'; 

investments by product, service, purpose-and type;:. facilitates 
mana9ement reporting data for cost of service and the separations,l 
and settlements proCess ~", and -accommodates -generally, accepted" -
accounting-principles (GAAP) to-permit a closer alignment: with 
business whiCh isn~trequlated.-
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0.87-12-063 kept open this investigation to address the 
Financial Accounting standards Board (FASB) 1 Stat~~ment No. 87 
(Statement), Employers' Accounting for pe~sions, and to receive 
balancing account reports as required by ordering Paragraphs S ana 
6- of D.87-12-063. This interim order adaresses only the statement. 
Tbe balancing ~ccount reports due on or before March 31,,19SS by 
the utilities implementing such account, and.on or be~ore May 2, 

1988 by the Division of Ratepayer Advocates (ORAl and other 
interested parties, will be addressed after receipt; of .. the reports~ 

Evidentiary hearings on· the Statement were held on 
October 8: and 1S, 198'7. Testimony was received from. appr.oximately .. 
eight witnesses. Concurrent briefs were filed on October 30, 1987' 
by the ORA, AT&T Communications of California, .Inc·': (AT&':), 

Continental Telephone Comp~y of· California (ConTel), General . . 
Telephone Company of california'CGenTel), and Pacific' Bell. 
Historical Pension Cost 

Historically, the telephone utilities accounted for their 
pension costs througb an aggregate cost method CACM)-,' ,or a cost 
approach, for financialstatelUent and ratemaking purposes .. : Such a . ' 

. method projects the estimated: total. benefit at retirement; an 
amount calculated' to provide s.uch retirement benefit, discounted to' 
the present, is spread· on a levelizecl basis over future years. 
fASB. 87 

The StatelUent,' for financial statement· purpose"requires 
a standardized accrual method for measuring net pex-iodic pension,. 
cost based on the benefits received, 4aeparturefromthe preSent 
cost method. It also requires expanded< financial. statement 
disclosures and immediate reco9nition o·f a< pension liability when 

1 The FASS issues statements which prescrib'e qenerally accepted 
accounting prinCiples. Such.: statements'are reeoqnizedby the 
accounting and financial community a$ the basis tor financial 
reporting ... 
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the accumulated benefit obligation exceeds the fair market value of 
the pension plan assets. 

Under the method prescribed in the statement, pension 
cost for a given year is set equal t~: 

a. The expected increase for that year in the 
projected bene2'it obligation under a unit 
credit method, plus 

b. Interest at.the settlement rate on the 
projected benefit obligation at the 
beginning of the year, less 

c. Interest at the expeeted."long-term. rate on 
the plan assets as of the beginning of the 
year, adjusted."and 

d. By an amortization of unrecognized prior 
service" cost, unrecognized gains' or losses, 
and unrecognized transition, obligations., if 
~. ' ' 

, Implementation 'for financial 'statement purposes is 
required'ot all companies, wi:thcerta.i~,exceptions, ettective'tor 
fiscal years, beginning, after De'eember 15-,.', 198&. 

:1' 

Although the statement is. silent on the ratemaking 
treatment, a different statement, FASB. 71,< (as pointed 'out by 
Pacific 'Bell'8 witness Blackburn) does Permit regulated utilities .'. 
to' continue using an ACM' to-' ealeulat:e pens'ion. expense' 'it the ", 
Commission co~tinues'tO' set, utili:tY' rates..,·using the ACM to 
calculate pension expenses. 

, " 

" -, 

As-explained, in the StatemEmt and.~ addressed by DRA. and' '. 
other witnesses, the FASB. believes that the Statement, continues the,' 
evolutionary. search, for more meaningful and more useful pension " ' 

, ,.'1 

. ,.,' 

2 The unit credit method is based on ,the' benefit 'that is. 
expected, to', be paid to' a ' retiring' employee using a' plan: ,formula. ' 
which is applied to·, years ot servieeto- :date" and, salary, at . " 
retirement.' . ' , 

." ' 
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accounting, ana concludes that although the statement is a 
worthwhile and significant step, its conclusions are not likely to 
be the final step in that evolution. 
:twpAc1; 

According to witnesses, adoption of the Statement for ' 
ratemaking purposes' will reduce the amount of pension cost to. be ' 

expensed in 198'8:. Al though· Roseville Telephone Company's pension '. 
expense is expected to-. increase approximately $3.5- thousand" in 198a' 
Pacific Bell's"GenTel's, AT&T's" and ConTel's pension expense is 
expected to. be reduced by approximately" $10 million, $46 million, 
$6 m.illion, and $2 million, .. respectively. 
Interested·· PArties' RecOllMndatiODI-" 

'l'he telephone utilities present opposing reeommendations.~. 
AT&T and' Pacific Bell recommend that the statement not be ,u~ed for'" 

'. , ! 

ratemaking purposes •. Gen'l'el; .ConTel, and several sm.all independent: 
, ", . 

telephone companies recommend tulladoption .. 
ORA-also. recommends that':,the Statement be adopted. ,:' 

However , it proposes' two' modifications. •.. ' These .. modifications, .. whoSe
underlying rationales are'discussed· in a subsequent,seetionof this,' 
opinion, relate to a ceiling 'Of the maximum allowable Internal' 
Revenue service (IRS). tax deduction and a floor of· the Employment i 

Retirement Income·' security Act'cERISA) contribution requirement 
computed using. the' unit credit method .. ' 
Discussism 

The basic purpose·· of fundinq 'pension costs is to provide" 
a financ:tal discipline to the . employer by requirinq employers to. '. 
dedicate funds currently for distribution tOo employees upon 
retirement, and·,'to· provide benef'it security to. employees by 
tranaferrinq suCh funds into a distinct' funcl to. be 'usec:I for the 
payment otemploYee'pensions'onlY." ,. 

At issue is the appropriate ratemakingtreatment for the 
costs incurred by the telephone utilities totund' the~r employee 
pension funds. Prior to: the establisblllentofthe Statement" 
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allowable ratemakinq cost was premised o~ the ACM. This method, as 
discussed above,. is based on the principle that an employee's 
estimated total retirement benefits at retirement should be spread 
evenly, or normalized.,. over the tuture work years ot the employee. 

Now, with the establishment of the Statement, a new 
method, the unit credit method,. designated· as the preferred method 
to account for pension cost by the FASS for financial statement 
purposes, based on the yearly pension costs of an employee,. is 
being proposed for acceptable ratemakinq treatment. 

The proponents of using the Statement for ratemaking 
purposes argue that it is generally superior to- the ACM because it 
provides a more rational and realistic method of accounting, for 
pension costs.' The more important reasons presented for ratemakinq 
adoption. are that (1) it. is a GAAP, (2) it provides :for th,e 
recognition of the yearly pension plan cost,. and (3-) :it spreads 
pension cost more equitably:' across generati~nsot ratepayers, . 
mi:tigating volatility, and preveIltingthe over-funding of pension •. ' 
costs. 

ConTel supports the adoption of the' Statement 'for 
ratemakinq purPoses because it is, GAAP, that"is, a, set of 

, . 
standards, concepts,,' and opinions, recognized by the accounting and. 
financial comm.:unity, as the basis for. financial and· Securities and:; 
Exchange Commission (SEC) reportinq', purposes. 

This in itself does not demonstrate that the statement is 
the more appropriate ratemakinq:treatment for pension cost. GAAP:: 
does recognize,that regulatory treab.ent. of'certain' costs ,may be,:" . " 

different and" dO,es allow regulated.,indus~iestO: continue to-
recognize pension costs using: the" ACM method·. 

• I 

Even DRA recognizes that GAAP, should not be determinative'· 
tor ratemaking purposes. Its. witness wuehier testified·. that a' 
basic theme prevailing. in GAAP is one of conservatism· from: the. 
investor's 'point of view'.· Withth1s in mind" oRA.mad.e sPecitic 
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recommendations regarding GAAP changes incorporated in the FCC's 
USOA, one of which was not to· adopt G~ automatically. In 
0.87-12-063 we adopted ORA's recommendation that future C~ 
changes not be adopted automatically for ratemaking purposes. 
Recognition of Yearly Pension Plan Cost 

ORA asserts that the arbitrary assignment of a wlevel' 
amount of pension costs to, each year under the ACM is the principal' 
reason why it believes that the Statement is.:~uperior to the' ACM. 
According to ORA such 'cost assignment under the, ACM' improperly, 
allocates pension cost~ because it does not assign pension costs. to' 
the years in which the:employee earns the benefit. Rather, it ,,' 
assigns an equal amount of pension expense from year to year. DRA 
believes, that, ratepayers' should' ~,,' charged'with no more and ne> ,less:' 
than the- pension' expense earned by the employee in a given year;. 

It also believes thatthe,statement:betterapp~oximates the cost'ot· 
an employee's pension over that employee's service period. . " 

In contrast, Pacific:, Bell. asserts that ORA's" allegation' ' 
that the Statement" is superior· because, it" allocates pension costs' ", . . ' , " . 

according tp. when the pension benefi tis, earned' by the employee' is, 
incorrect... In support,. it' cites ORA's, failure to conduct;' a study 
to substantiate that' pension' plan.,te~ ,retlect· the earning of 
specific annual benefits by an'employee or whether those terms 

, , ' , I" 

refleetthe total benetit the employer will provide to: the employee',; 
upon retirement.. Even if such studies were conducted and, did' ':, 
substantiate "DRA's claim',', paei·fic' Bell maintains' that it would' 
merely show that employees earn a larger portion of their pension 
each year as they age. ' 

Pacitic' Bell alsoasserts,that'employees are promised, a' 
benefit at retirement and thatbenetit at retirement' is what the , 
employee is earning; not" an, incremental inc~ea~e, ill bene:d.a: as., tha: 
employee's age increases. However;' if' the Statement is adopted,' 
current 'ratepayers wouldPay'varyin~,am.ounts,for 'pension expense', ': 

, ,", , • • ',' ,,! 

for ditterent employees, even 'thoughthebenetit rec:eived"trom'each',:, 
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employee may be identical, simply because one employee may be older 
than the other. ' 

ORA's Kenney concedes that tor a given employee the 
statement method produces a greater revenue requirement in nominal 
dollars over the career o~ an,employee than does the ACM. However, 
he argues that the cash flow required under the statement is *baek
loadedw towards the end ot the employee's career and that, in the 
absence of an aging work force, the ~tatement can produce a s'table,. 
non-escalating pension eost .. 

Recoqnizi~q that the ERISA statutory minimum pension 
funding standards and the IRS maximum, pension funding standards 
cannot be met under, the Statement, ORA-proposes to modify: the 
Statement to incorporate a ceiling of tbe- maximum: IRS tax 
deductibility for pension contributions and a floor of the ERISA' 
minimum contribution requirement-computed-using ,the unit cost 
method. 

Pacific, Bell points out-, that the Statement does not 
conform to ER.ISAor IRS requirements, therefore, the' statement' 
cannot be used' to calculate the aetual funding for its qualifiecl 
pension plans. It adopted, it would need to, employ 'a different 
methocl tor funding its pension plans and, result in -a mismatch ot
cost, either an over-tun~ing or under-funding. This wO,uld be a. . " 

departure from' the traditional practicewh~re-" 'the amount- of' pension " " 
funding should, equal what was expensed' forratemaking purposes. ,-

Although Gen'rel supports. the Stat~ent, its witness, 
DeBonis testi~ied that the imposition ot--any' restrictions or rules ,;
beyond those identified'in the Statement, such,as ORA's proposed 
modifications, diseussedabove, would elim.inate' internal 
consistencies in the Statement and render it unacceptable as-'a 
standard tor accounting-, and ratemaking purposes'.. For example, an 
arbitrary shortening ot any 'of the ,amortization periods, provided in:' , 
the- Statement would-significantly increase the volatility of the' 
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pension accrual, and result in an undue burden or benefit t~ 
ratepayers at a given point in time. 

If any modifications to the Statement is imposed, Gen~el 
would opt for the present ACK, thereby leaving only ORA in favor of 
the statement. 
Bitigation of VolAtilitx 

ORA, recognizes. that volatility in annual pension expenses 
and revenue requirements is a concern. Although it recognizes that 
the statement places reliance on (1) current interest rates to 
calculate the projected benefit obligation, (Z) the use of market 
value in the valuationof,pension plan assets, and (3) use of 
accelerated cost Dortization methods for prior service cost and' 
unexpected gains and losses, it believes that volatility is. 
controllable. Accordinq to, DRA, this is supported by many 
'experts', although none of these experts testified in this 
investigation. 

ORA als~ believes. that' volatility is mit'iqated:becau:se 
the FAS,B. bas incorporated numerous provisions into the Statement to' " 
help alleviate this problem and that there: is a' certain, amount of' '" 
volatility in the pension expense methods currently beinq used. 

One of the provisions, orsmoothinq effects,.: availAble to 
mitigate volatility is the use of, the inte'rest componentot the net 
periodic pension expense which need not be restricted, to current 
prices ,of ,annuity contracts. or short-term current interest rates., 
Other reliable sources, such as rates-of return on high-quality 
fixed-income investments with duratic;ms that :match the pension 
obligations", could be used .. 

, , 

Another provision' forsmoothinq pension expense is the 
return on plan asset, component.. Although the Statement uses the' 
actual return. on plan assets as a component of net periodic pension 
expense" it is subsequently adjusted to'the expected. return based' . 
on the expected long-term. rate ,of ,return on, plan assets and the " 
market-related value of, plan assets"throuqha separat~ computation 
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in the gain or loss component. Rather than measuring plan asset 
value using strict fair or market value, the Statement allows'the 
use of an averaging approach which allows the plan assets to. be 
valued by either fair value or a calculated value that recognizes 
changes in fair value in a systematic and, rational manner over not 
more than five years. 

In swnxnary, ORA does not believe that the volatility 
issue, in and of itself, precludes the adoption 'of the Statement 
for ratemaking purposes. 

In contrast,. Pacific Bell asserts that volatility is the 

single biggest concern regarding the potential use o~ the' Statement., 
for ratemaking. Its wi besses testified' that pension expense under" 
the statement can, undergo- large swings, from year to year because ' of:;,' 
Changes in' interest, rates and from theperfo:z:o:mance 'of stock' and 
bond markets. In, support, Pacific Bell cites october 19',. 198.7',. " 

more commonly known as ,Black. Monday, the day which'the'Oow Jones 
Industrial Average dropped50a, points,.thel'arqest, single drop',. 
both nUmerically and as a percentage,. in its hi$tory~ 'Pacific Bell 
does not believe that the smoothing effects. inherent in'the" 
statement 'are adequate to handl~changes such as BlaC:kMondaY. ' 

, , 

~nsioD oyer=Punding 
'. .1 

DRA,also prefers the' statement because of a transition 
credit which amortizes excess' pension', assets. through lower ,net, 
periodic pension expense·' in future years.. ,According to- DRA:,. ,this,,' 
transitio~ credit',is an ,0ver-f~d-inCJ of ,the'~nsi~n fund as " 
measured by ,the difference, between the'fa~r~rket;·value 'Of the 
pension fund's assets.and'the projected'benefit obligation. 
Pacific Bell's,' transition' asset as at January 198.7'WAS. 

approximately $795 million'and'GenTel's was 'approximately $490 

million. • ". r 

'" 

. .' ~ , 

DRA asserts' ,that the over-tunciin9-,results, frolll the',. 
financial marketperformanc,e and,','theuse' of the ACM,. which leads. to., , ' 
accruals in excess of the pension l,iability., 

"", 
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Pacific Bell disputes ORA's over-funding allegation. It 
contends that the transition asset was meant to be a method tor 
companies to ehange gradually from the ACM method to the unit cost 
method. The large transition amount results from comparing the two 
actuarial methods which are contigured to distribute costs 
ditterently, that is~ trom one which distributes cost evenly over a 
period ot time to one which assigns less cost in the earlier years 
and more cost in the later years. Pacific Bell 'also points out 
(and ORA concurs) that the existence of the so-called over-tullding: 
results in part from the skill ot' pension tundmanagers, .and from' .', 
the existence of strong stock and' bond markets. 
Conclusiop 

As discussed in this interim opinion, adoption of the'" 
statement for ratemaking purposes will require the utilities to 
change their metl:iod of recovering pension expense' from- the 
traditional cost approach to a benefits approach. Proponents-of 
the benefits approach ~lieve that it should be' adopted' because': it 
is a "'superior'" method over the,' cost approach .. 

Assuming that' the' benefits: approach' is a superior method~ , 
that, in itself,' is not'theproper bas'is to set, ra~emaking policy~: 
Traditionally,.. utilities., ha:ve' been allowed' ,to recover those 

. '" 

operating expenses, including pension expense, which they' have' 
demonstrated to· be "'reasonable costs"'. 'From a technical 
standpoint, there may always be a "'s~perior;~or' "'better,'" method.:, 
'l'he test for determining whether'pensionexpense should~ be 
calculated using the costapproach.orthe benefits approach or 
whether both approaches. are acceptable is 'whether 'reasonable costs~ 
will be derived.Therefore~, we' do· ,not· find the "'technical .. 

, superiorityoY' argument tobe'determinative .. i"" , 

The evidence shows that-statement will lrdtiallY'result" 
in lower pension cost, bu.t ,with a greater, revenue requirement over;" 
• . " ',' " , , i, 
the long term. ,Only in' the absence of an aging wCtrk torce can the!:, 

, - I 

statement' produce a stable, non":escaiati.~g pension cost .. 
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We concur with Pacific Bell that employees are promise~ 
a ~enefit at retirement and that ~enefit at retirement is what the 
employee is earninq, not an incremental increase in ~enefits as the' 
employee's age increases. Retirement ~enefits are an incentive to 
attract and retain qualified employees. The present cost method 
properly assigns an equal, or normalized, amount of pension expense 
from year to year and meets the test of reasonable cost. 

It the yearly benefits approach were adopted tor pension 
expense, it would ~e inconsistent with other ratemaking policies. 
For example, large periodic expenditures, as well as abnormal and 
unusual expenditures, are currently normalized over a period of 
years, and not restricted to the year of occurrence. Similarly 
depreciation expense is recovered over the expected life of the 
asset, even though the utility and ratepayers receive the most 
~enefit from assets that are new, rather than ones that are ag~ 
and under repair. 

'the Statem.ent, which does not . meet ERISA funding 
requirements~ will result, in a mismatch of the amount expensed for 
ratemaking purposes' and the amount actually required to be 
contributed to the pension funds. Since,IRS requi~ements are 
applicable to the deductibility of pension expense for tax purposes 

. . 

only, it should not be considered a funding componant:_ Even though 
GenTel asserts that its pension expense developed by the ~enefits, 
approach should meet ERISA and IRS requirements, it opposes DRA.'s 
proposal that the Statement~e modified to reflect ERISA and IRS 
requirement. 

GenTel asserts that DRA's- proposal runs contrary to the 
objectives of the Standard and will result in inconsisteneies. We 

, ' 

concur. If the statement is adopted, ,the telephone utilities might 
be 'denied an opportunity to recover their full pension cost as 
required by ERISA and the IRS. 

'. Volatility is present .. 'and can be controllable in both the 
cost approach. and benefits approach. Whether it. is controlled 

- 11 -



depends on the reasonaDleness on the individual utility's 
assumptions. However, inherent in the benefits approach is a 
greater possibility that. volatility may not be mitigated because of 
the unpredictabilty of the stock and bond markets coupled with the 
averaqinq o.f the fair market value of pian assets over a short 
period of ttme, not more than five years a 

We are not convinced by ORA's assertion that the 
utilities' pension funds are over-funded because o.f the cost 
approach or because of the performance of the financial markets in 
the last few years. Utilities' pension funds are scrutinized in 
general rate proceedinqs by DRA and other interested parties. In 
those proceedings where a utility's pension expense has not met the 
test of reasonableness, such as in'Pacitic Bell's D.749l7 of 
Novenmer 6, 1968.,. the com:adssion has made appropriate ratemakinq 
adjustments. Althou9h the financial markets have perto.nned well in 
the past few years, unpredictable shifts such asBlackMon~ay d~' 
oecur. Such performances are' considered wi thin the various pension 
factors to arrive at the appropriate pension expense. 

We concur with Pacific Bell that the Transition credit 
provided in the Statement is not the result of over-tunding-. 
Rather, it results from'the comparisono.f two different actuarial 
methods, a cost method and a benefits. method ... and is designed to 
smooth over the change trom. one actuarial method to another. 

For the reasons diseussedal:>ove 'pension expense should 
continu~, to be based on the ACM for ratemakinq purposes. The 
statement will not be adopted at this time. 

'I'. , 

However, as with. any accounting convention, we recognize 
that future circumstances could warrant reconsideration of this, 
decision as experience is qainedunder the statement, as regulatory . 
policies are reviewed,. or as the Statement itself is amended.·· 
Section 311 comment~ 

PUrsuant to ~e commission's Rules of Practice and 
Procedure, the administrative law· j,udqe's. (AIJ,) proposed decision '. 
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on this matter was filed with the Docket Office on February S, 
1985, and mailed to all interested parties of record. Comments 
were received from GenTel on February 26, 1988 and from ConTel and 
DRA on February 29, 1988. Reply com:ments were received from 
Pacific Bellon March 7, 1988. 

Rule 77.3 of the Commission's Rules of Practice and 
Procedure provides. that comments to" the A!.J's proposed d.ecision 
shall focus on factual, legal or technical errors in the proposed 
decision and in citing such errors shall make specific references 
to the record. 

Filed comments that did not comply with Rule 77.3 were 
not considered. However, to the extent that the comments and reply .. 
comment addressed factual, legal or technical.errors they were 
considered. Clarification, of specific matters, t~the extent 
adopted was included in the appropriate place of the decision. 

By comment, DRA points- out that the proposed opinion does 
not address how the tele~hone utilities should. record pension 
expense for accounting purposes. Absent 'a clear statement in this . 
op~ion DRA believes that the accoUnting question will need t~be 
resolved in other proceedings. 

However, by reply brief, Pacific Bell· points out that 
FASB 87 specifically notes that accounting for pension costs should 
reflect the ratemaking treatment, in compliance with FASB- 71., 
Accounting for the Effects of Certain Types of. Re9'Ulation.3 

We concur, with Pacific Bell. FASB: 71, issued by the FASB I 

in 1983, requires that the financial statements. of rate-re9Ulated 
enterprises reflect the economic effects otthe ratemakinq process. 
In those instances where another authoritative source, such as. a 

3 For rate-regulated enterprises,.. FASa. 71 requires that the 
difference :between the net- periodicpensioncost_~ndthe amount of 
pension cost considered·for ratemaking purposes be recoqnized'as an 
asset. or liability. . 
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different FASB, provides for cost to be accounted for in a manner 
not reflecting the economic effects of the ratemaking process, FASB 

71 is to be fOllowed. Therefore, the telephone utilities should 
use the current ACM, subject to' FAS2 7l,. to, record pension costs 
for accounting purposes. 
Pindms ot Fact 

1. This investigation wa~ kept open to address the FASB- 87, 

employers' accounting for pensions, ana to receive balancin~ 
account reports as required by ordering Paraqraphs 5 and & of 
D.8:7-l2-063.. 

2. EVidentiary hearings on the Statement were held on 
OCtober 8 and l5,. 1987. 

3. Historically, the telephone utilities accounted for their 
pension cost through. an ACM,. or' a.cost approach,. for financial 
statement and .ratemakingpurposes. ' 

4. ,The Statement, for financial statement purpose,. requires 
a standardized accrual method based· on the benefits received.·' 

$. Companies, with certain exceptions". are required to 
implement the statement· for financial stat'ement purposes for fiscal: 
years ~ginning after December 15,. .1986·. 

6. Tbe'FASB permits requlated utilities. to continue using 
the ACM to calculate pension' expense if the Commission continues to-"· 

, . 
set utility rates using, the ACKto Calculate' pension expenses. 

7. 'l'be Statement conclusionsare·not likely to):)e the, final· 
step in the FASB-'s evolutionary search for moremeaninqful and more 
useful pension accounting. 

8.. In the short term, pension cost· will l:>e reduced. under the 
statement method ... 

9.. The Statement does not conform to- ERISA or IRS· 
requirements. 

10. The ACM method is based on the principle' that an 
employ~~"s estimatedtobl' retirement, benefits at retirement should' 
be spread evenly over the work years of .. the employee., 
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ll. The unit credit method is based on the principle that 
pension costs should reflect the yearly benefits earned from the 
employees. 

12. A basic theme prevalent in developing GAAP is one of 
conservatism from the investor's point of view. 

13. GAAP changes are not automatically adopted for ratemaking 
purposes. 

14. For a given employee the statement me~od produces a 
qreater revenue requirement in nominal dollars over the career of 
an employee than does the ACM. 

15. Stable, non-escalatinq pension cost can be attained under 
the Statement if the utility's work force, as a group, does not . 
age. 

l&. The Statement method cannot be used to fund a utility's 
pension plan. 

l7. (;enTel opts for the present ACM over the Statement if any 
modifications are made to, the Statement for ratemakingpurposes. 

l8'. The Statement places. reliance on current interest rates 
to calculate the proj,ected benefit obligation" the use of market 
value in the valuation of pension plan ,assets, and use ,of 
accelerated cost amortization methods for prior, service cost and 
unexpected gains and losses. 

19. The FASS incorporated provisions into the statement to 
mitiqate and control thevo,latility of pension expense. 

2'0. Pacific Bell does not' believe that the provisions 
incorporated in the Statement to mitiqate and control pension 
volatility are adequate to handle unpredictableshi!ts in the 
financial markets .. 

2l. The Statement provides for the amortization of a 
transition credit,. whiCh is measu.red :by the difference between the 
fair market valu.e of the pension func1'sassetsand the projected 
benefit obligation • 

. , ' 
"\.' . . \, ' 

<\. .' 
.~ ...... .... 

........ ', ... , .'., . 

" -
..... 
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22. The transition credit is a method for companies to 
gradually change from the ACM methoQ to- the unit cost method. 

23. The transition credit results for the comparison of two ' . 
different actuarial methods. 
Conclusion of LAw 

The Financial Accounting Standards Board Statement No. 
S7, Employers' Accounting for Pensions, should not be utilized for 
ratemaking purposes. 

SECOND XNTERllI QRDEB 

IT IS ORDERED that: 
1. The telephone utilities: shall· use the current aggregate 

cost method, or cost approach, which normalizes pension cost over 
the employee's service period for ratemaking·and accounting 
purposes. 

2. The Financial Accounting Standards Board Statement No" ,87-
(statement), Employers' Acco~tinq for Pensions,. which. employs the 
unit credit method, or benefits. approach r , shall not. be' used for'. 
ratemakinq or accounting purposes at thiS: time' ... 

3. This investigation' remains open for the receipt of 
balancing account reports as required by Ordering Paraqraphs5, and 
6 of Decision 87-12-063 •. 

This order is effective today. 
Dated March 23,. 1988, at San FranciSCO-, California.. . I 

,- 16 -

STANLEY W .. HO'LET'r 
President 

DONALD· VIAL 
FREDERICK R. DODA 
G.. MITCHELL WILl< 
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aepends on the reasona~leness on the individual utility's 
assumptions. However " ,'inherent in the bene!i ts approach. is a 
9'reater possibility that volatility may not be mitiqated because ot 
the unpredietabilty of the stock ana bond markets coupled with the 
averaqinq of the fair market value of plan asset$ over a short 
period of tim~ not more than five years. 

We ate not convinced by ORA's assertion that the 
\ " 

utilities' pen5i~fund~ ~re over-tunded."becaus~ of ~e eost, ." ' 
approach or becaUS~Of the performance of the, fl.naDcl;al markets l.n 

the last few years. Utilities' pension funds.: are scrutinized in " 
general rate proceedi q5 by DRA and other interested parties.. In .',' ' ". 
those proceedinqs where a utility's. pension' expense- has not lnet the'N':: 
test of reaSOnableneSs.,\such as 'in Pacific Bell's D~74'9'17 of, " ' 
November, 6" 1968., the c011Ullissionhas made' appropriate ratemakinq : , ,'" '. , , ,,', 

adjustments~ Although th financial markets .have:, performedwell'in· " 
the past few years,'unpredi :table shifts such as.' Black Monday do' 
occur.. Such performanc~s are,' considered, witb.1n. the various pe~ion"~'" , , 
factors to arrive at the appro iatepension,expense ... 

We concur, with Pacific 11 that the Transition credit 
provided' in the Statement ,is not e result of over~fundin9'. ' 
Rather, it results fromtbe ,compari n of two: different· actuarial:;'" " 
lnethods, a cost methcx:l and a bene tits method.,. and is. designed to '; 
Slnooth over' the change from one' actuar ' method. to- Another .. ' 

. . .' , 

For 'the reasons discussed ~o pension expense should.,: '. ". ", ' 

continue to, be based on theACMtor~atem The 
statement will not be adopted at, thi$ time." 

Findings of bet , ." " 
1.' 'l'his investiqatio,n: was kept open to dress the FASJ3. 87:,.'" ::' , 

employers~ accounting' for pensions,. and to, recei balancing-, 
account reports as required, by Ordering' p~~agraphS 5- and 6 0'£ 

• r • • ,I • ". • 

D .. 87~12'-06~. 

2'. Evidentiary bearing'S on the 
october 8 and,15-, 1987 • 

- 12 -
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depends on the ,reasonableness on the in4{vidual utility's 
assumptions. However, inherent in the befits approach is a 
greater possibility that volatility may n t be mitigated because o~ 
the unpredietabil ty of the stock and bond' rkets coupled with the 
averaging of the fair market value of pla assets over a short 
period of time, not mote than five years .. , 

We are not convi;nced by ORA's sertion that the 
utilities' pension funds are over-funde 
approach or because of the performance 

because of the cost 
f the, financial markets in, 

the last few years. Utilities' pensi funds are scrutinized in 
general rate proceedings by ORA and ther interested parties. 'In 
those proceedings where' a utility' pension 'expense has not met the 
test of reasonableness, suchas,i, Pacific Bell's 0 .. 74917 of 
November 6,. 1968, the Commissiohas,made appropriate ratemaking 

I"~. 

adjustments.. A1though the fi cial markets have performed well in 
the past few years, unp~e4i le shifts such as Black Monday do 
occur. SUch performances e considered' within the various pension, ' 
factors to arrive at the ppropriate pension expense .. 

, , 

Pacific', Bell that the Transition credit 
provided in the State nt "is not the result of' over-funding .. 
Rather, it results f om the comparison of two different actuarial I 

methods, a cost me od ,and, a benefits method, and, is designed to 
smooth over the e ange from one actuarial method t~another. 

For reasons discussed above pension expense should 
based on the ACKfor ratemaking purposes. The 
not be adopted at this time.. , 

suant ' to, the Commission's Rules ofPr~ctice and , 
Procedur , the' administrative law judge's (AIJ) proposed decision 
on this matter was' filed, with the Docket Office on February &,. 

1988, d mailed to all interested parties ,ot, record. 'Comments: 
wereieceived' from GenTel on 'February 26:, '198:8: and from ConTel'anct 

- :1.:2-

'" 
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\. 

3. Historicall~' the telephone utilities accounted tor their 
pension cost through an ACM, or a cost approach, for !.inancial 
statement and ratemakin~ purposes. 

4. The Statement~ for financial statement purpose, requires 
a standardized accrual m~od based on the benefits received. 

5. companies, with certain exceptions, are required to 
implement the Statement fo financial statement purposes for fiscal 
years beginning after Oecem'ber 15, 19S6.. " 

, . \' . 
6. The FASS permits regulated utilities to-, continue using , 

the ACM to calculate penSion\~xpense if the Commiss.ionc~ntiftues to , 

set ut.ility rates using the A;:tC> calculate pension expenses. " 
, 7'. The statement conclu ions are not likely to. be the final 

step in the FASS's evolutionary earch for more meaningful and more:, 
useful pension accounting,. \ '. ,,', ' 

Statem!:t ~:=.short term, pensisost .will be reduced under the 

re~i::en:~ :t::d:S:d C:n S::i::e

o

::: an 

employee's estimated ,total retirement:~:~its at retirement should, 
be spread evenly over the work years o·! th :employee .. , 

11. 'rhe unit credit method is based '0 the.principle that' 
pension costs should. reflect the yearly' bene' , 
employees. 

12.. A basic theme . prevalent in~ developi'~g GAAP is one of 
conservatism trom the investor's 'point ,of' vi'ew~ 

13... GAAP changes are not' automatieally'~l(10pted for ratemaking.\, 

purpo~:~. For" given employee the sbte....ntmethod\roduce"" ...••. 
. , ,'\ 

greater revenue requirement in nominal dollars over'the career ,of, 
an employee than 'does the ACM'. ' 

13 -. 
" 

,,' 

,', 
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ORA on February 29, 1988. Reply comments were received 
Pacific Bell 'on March 7, 1988. 

Rule 77.3 of the Commission's Rules of Practic 
Procedure provides that comments to the ALJ's proposed 
shall·focus on factual, legal or technical errors in 
decision and in citing'such errors shall make speci 'c references 
to the record. - / 

Filed comments that did not comply wi~RUle 77.~ were 
not considered.. However, to the extent that tbI co:mm.ents. and reply 
commen~ addressed factual, legal or technic~l errors. they were , 
considered.. Clarification, of specific mat rs, to the extent 
adopted was included in the appropriate pl, e,of the decision .. 

By co:mm.ent, ORA points out that/the proposed opinion does, 
not address bow the' telephone, utilities ,fhOUld, record pension . 
expense for accounting purposes. Abse~ a clear statement in this, 
opinion ORA. believes that the accounting question will need to be 

resolved in other proceedings. J' ' 
However, by reply brief,.,foacific Bell points. out that 

FASB 87 specifically notes that f'~oUnting for pension costs· should 
reflect the ratemaking treatmen~ in compliance with FASB 71, 

Accounting for the Effects o~l~rtain Types of Regulation .. 3 , , 

We concur with pac~ic Bell.. FASa 71,. issued by the FASB: 
in 1983, requires that the ~nancial statements of rate-re9Ulated ' 
enterprises reflect the eclnomic'effects of'the ratemaking pr~ess .. 
In those instances whereikotherauthoritative source,. such as a , 
different FASS, provide~for cost to be accounted for in a manner 
not reflecting the ecorfomic effects of the ratemaking process,. F~ 
71 is to be followed I Therefor~',. the telephone utilities shOUld 

~ For rate- equlated enterprises, FASB- 71. requires that the 
difference betWeen the net periodic pension cost and the amount of 
pension cost/considered for ratemakinq purposes be recognized· as an 
asset or liability • 

- 13 -. 
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15. Stable, non-escalating pension cost can be attained under 
the Statement if the utility's work force, as a grou~, does not 
age. 

1&. The Statement method cannot be used t~ fund a utility's 
pension plan. 

17. GenTel opts for the present ACK over the Statement if any. 
modifications are made to' the Statement tor ratemaking purposes. 

18.. The statement places reliance on current interest rates , 
to calculate the projected l:Ienefit Obligation,. the use of market 
value in the valuation ofpe sion plan assets, and use of 
accelerated cost amortization methods for prior service cost and 
unexpected gains and 10s5,es. 

19. The FASB: incorporated· rovisionsinto the statelllent to 
mitigate and control the volatili\ty of pension expense. 

20. Pacific Bell does not be\ieve that the provisions 
'\ ' 

incorporated in the Statement to mitigate and 'control pension 
volatility are adequate to, handle ch~gessuch as Black Monday. ' 

21. The Statement provides for~e'amortization'of a 
tral1Sition credit, which is measured by~e·.difference between the < ' 

\ . ' 

fair market value of the }'ension fund' s a~ets and the projected 
benefit obligation. ,\ . 

22. The transi tioncredi t is a method f..or companies to 
gTadually change from· the ACM method to the u~t cost method .. 

23., The'transition erec1itresults forthe\:omparison of two-
different actuarial methods., . ' \ ' , 
COnclusion· Of Low", , 

The Financial Accounting Standards Board'statement No. 
S7, Employers' Accountinq for. Pensions,· should, not be utilized for'" 
ratemakinq purposes. 
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use the current ACM, sUbject to· FASB 7l, to, record pension costs 
for accounting purposes. 
rindioos of fact / 

1. This investigation was kept open tOo add~ess the FASB 87, 

employers' accounting for pensions, and to- receLve balancing 
account reports as required by Ordering para~phs $ and 6 Oof 
D.87-l2-063. ;I 

2. Evidentiary hearings on the s:ztlment were held on 
October S and 15, 1987. 

3. Historically, the telephone ~ ilities accounted for their 
pension cost through an ACH,or a cost/approach, for financial 
statement and ratemaking- purposes. / 

4. The Statement, for financ~l.statement purpose,. requires 
a standardized accrual method 

5. companies,. with certai 
implement ,the Statement for fin 

on the benefits received. 
exceptions,. are required to 

cial statement purposes for fiscal 
5,. 198&. years beginning after December 

6. The FASB permits re latedutilities t~ continue using 
the ACM to calculate'pension expense if the commission continues to 

, , 

set utility rates using the ACM to caleulate pension expenses. 
7. The Statement co elusions are not likely to be the final . 

step in the FASEVs evolutionary search for more meaningful and more, 
useful pension accountin? ," ' ' .. 

S. In the short Jterm.,. pension cost will be redueed under the 
statement method. / ' , 

9. The Statement does not' contorm to ERISA or IRS 
requirements. ' ;f. 

10.. The ACM ;method is based on the principle that an 
employee'S. estim~ed total retirement benefits at retirement should 
be spread eve1nl over the work, years of the employee. 

11., The it credit method is based, on "the principle 'that 
penGion costs should reflect the yearly benefits earned tromthe l 
employees. j 

- 14 -
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SECOND INTERDI ORDEB 

IT' IS ORDERED that: 
1. The telepho~e utilities shall use the current aggregate 

cost method,. or cost a~roach, which normalizes pension cost over 
the employee's service P~iod tor ratemaking purposes. 

2.. The Financial Accounting Stanc:larcls Boarcl Statement No. 87 
(Statement),. Employers' Ac6-ounting tor Pensions, which employs the: 
unit credit method, or benet!tsapproach, shall not be used' for 
ratemaking purposes at thisthne.' 

3. This. investigation, ~~ins open 'tor the receipt of 
balaneing aeeount reports as X'equked· by Orclerine; Paraqraphs Sand: 

6 of Decision 8-7-].2-063·. ~' 
This'order is effective tOd~ .. 
Dated ,at San Francisco, California .. : 

- 15, -', 
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l2. A basic theme prevalent in deVe~Ping GMP is one of 
conservatism from the investor's point of view. 

l3. GAAP changes are not automati~~lly adopted for ratemaking 
( purposes. ~' 

(J 

l4. For a given employee the Sta~ement ~ethod produces a 
greater revenue requirement in nominJi dollars over the career of 
an employee than does the ACM. /' 

l5-. Stable, non-escalating PQbsion cost can be attained under , 
the Statement i~ the utility'S work ~orce, as a group, does not 

age. L 
l6. The Statement method c nnot be used to fund a utility'S 

pension plan. I 
l7. GenTel opts for the /resent ACM over the Statement if any 

modifications are made to thetstatement for ratemakinq purposes. 
l8. The Statement plac~preliance on current interest rates 

to calculate the projectedbfnefit obligation, the use of market 
value in the valuation of p~nsion plan assets, and,use of 
accelerated cost amortizat~n methods for prior service cost and 
unexpected gains and losse' .. 

19. The FASB incorpJrated provisions into the Statement to 
mitigate and control the-kolatility of pension expense. 

20. Pacific Bell dJes not believe that the provisions 
incorporated in the statkment to mitigate and control pension 
volatility are adequate to handle unpredictable shifts in'the 
financial markets. .. 

21. The Statemen provides for the amortization ofa 
transition credit, whi is measured by thedif~erence between the 
fair market value of e pension fund's assets and the projected 
benefit obligation. 

22. The transit on credit is,a method for companies t~ 
gradually change from the Aot method to the' unit. cost method. 

23-. The transi on credit results tor the comparison of two 
ditferent'actuarial ethods. 

- 15- -
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Qonclu~ion 2' Law 
The Financial Accounting Stand.ards Board Statement No. 

87~ Employers' Accounting for Pensions, shQuld not e utilized for 
ratemaking purposes. 

'SECOND XN'l'BRlJ{ ORDER. 

rr- IS ORDERED that: 
1. The telephone utilities shall us the current aggregate 

cost method, or cost approach, which no lizes pension cost over 
the employee's service period- for ratem ing and accountinq 
purposes. 

2. The Financial Accountinq S 
(Statement), Employers' Accountinq 
unit credit method, or benefits. ap 

dard.s Board Statement No. 87 
r ·Pensio~, which employs the 

oach,. shall not be used for 
ratemaking or accountinq.purposes at this time. 

~. Thisinvestiqation rem 
balancinq account reports as 
6 of Decision 87-12-063. 

This order is effe 
I 

Oated MAR 2 3 ~8 

rece-ipt of 
. ired by Ordering Paragraphs 5 and·' 

, at San, Francisco, california. 

I 


